Abstract. With the development of the bulk commodity market, there are great market risks and problems emerging in endlessly. In this paper, it takes Ningbo as an example to construct the bulk commodity spot market, for the purpose of reducing the market risks and really realize the functions of spot service entity economy.
Introduction
As a developed port city in eastern China, Ningbo has vigorously outward-looking economy. The same as vivid characteristics of port economy, the bulk economy industrial development has developed rapidly and vigorously in Ningbo. Currently, Ningbo has already become an important center integrated of bulk commodity transaction, trade and logistics.
characterized by wisdom technology, industry and service. The plot program of "smart logistics" has created good conditions for Ningbo. As the international financial service center, Ningbo has already got 26 banks and insurance institutes, thus it has a good financial foundation.
Major Problems Existing in the Bulk Commodity Transaction Market of Ningbo
Construction and Enforcement of Regulations, Standards and Rules Lagging Behind Market Development. Currently, there is only one specification of the bulk commodity market, namely Bulk Stock Electronic Transaction Specification. This specification is merely an industrial standard, which does not possess the legal authority. In case of breach of contract, the breaching party cannot be punished, thus the degree of implementation is quite big. As the current market management system, although it simulates relevant mechanism of futures, it is short of regulations with legal effects to standardize and enforce, such as Administrative Regulations on Futures Trading, which leads the market supervision to have no law to abide by and results in law enforcement absence. It is quite easy to produce behaviors of market moral hazard and bad money driving out good money, which influences the stability of market.
Inconsistent Planning Core between the Province and City Hindering the Development of Market. Planning of governments at all levels and urban positioning have had impact on the construction of market. In the aspect of administrative planning, Ningbo is a sub-provincial municipality with independent planning status, whose development planning may not be limited by Zhejiang in some aspect. However, geological location and regional economic logistics of Ningbo still belong to Zhejiang. Such a relationship results in inconsistent planning core, which results in governmental regional coordination. Such as Ningbo and Zhoushan, which both belong to Yangtze River Delta, are both planned and constructed as the international bulk commodity transaction markets, which results in serious resource waste.
Supporting Infrastructure Influencing the Development of Market. Development of market needs necessary infrastructure. In the aspect of financing, information, logistics and concentrated transportation supporting, Ningbo takes the leading position, but the allocation is irrational. By taking collecting and distributing network of Ningbo as an example, it is mainly dominated by highway transportation now. Due to irrational allocation, non-smooth connection and quite low transporting efficiency, it cannot totally adjust to the requirements of bulk commodity. By taking Ningbo-Zhoushan Port as an example, the highway undertakes most part of container collecting and distributing volume, and also bulk and general cargo collecting and distributing volume, while the railway mostly undertakes the transportation of coal and iron ore, the collecting and distributing volume is quite small.
Poor Implementation of Clean-up and Rectification Influencing the Development of Market. The bulk commodity transaction market has a quite low access to the market. The risk undertaking and scale of operation obviously do not match, which results in a lot of problems and risks. Although China has released documents to clean and rectify those problems, due to local profits, such clean-up and rectification cannot be enforced powerfully. Due to ambiguous market management authority, there are no basis of punishing behaviors as manipulating the market or cheating clients, thus it cannot effectively prevent the occurrence of similar phenomenons. Meanwhile, the rectification may have influence the local GDP in the short run. Considering the economic benefits,the local supervision authority is not willing to actually enforce clean-up or rectification.
Talent Gap Influencing the Development of Market. With the development of Ningbo bulk commodity transaction market, the talent gap has been consistently enlarged. International bulk commodity transaction market have quite high demands of talents, which not only include professional and occupational talents, but also primary, middle and high-end talents. Currently, the shortcoming of talent gap has already influenced the development of market. Especially, Ningbo is extremely short of composite high-end talents who understand the financial and transaction rules, or apply the new technological methods, such as the Internet of Things.
New Thoughts of Ningbo Constructing International Bulk Commodity Spot Transaction Market
Constructing Ecological, Integrated and Coordinated Spot Transaction Market. While constructing the market, it can take the ecological circle as the characteristics, so as to realize crisscrossed development. Modern commodity circulation embodies the platform economy, while the platform economy is the concept of ecological circle. Mostly, the traditional trade circulation is accomplished by a trading enterprise or logistics enterprise, which is some scattered link of the supply chain management. However, the spot transaction market just constructs a coordinated management in vertical and horizontal direction, opens up the supply chain covering the procurement, production and sales, and also unites the manufacturer, wholesaler, trader, financial institution and logistics enterprise into one, and then constitutes an ecological circle with related enterprises, so as to perform three-dimensional and comprehensive development.
Constructing the Spot Transaction Market with Circulation, Cloud Data and Low Cost. It should construct the market by taking the platform economy as the characteristics. The bulk commodity spot market transaction and B2C consumer goods platform economy have their own advantages and disadvantages. The consumer goods B2C platform economy has no logistics, but the bulk commodity B2B platform economy is lack of transaction. Therefore, it should specify that main-body of the platform is the field of circulation and encourage the dealers to carry out the platform. It can comprehensively master the key elements and information by establishing the cloud database, and also integrate related data of bulk commodities by setting up the bulk commodity big data application cloud platform. It should introduce data digging technology, so as to realize the shared service. By constructing the core management system of bulk commodity big data, it can gather basic data resources and general data interfaces of all professional transaction markets, so as to realize comprehensive connection. On that basis, it can fatherly extend to realize seamless connection between the core management system of Ningbo bulk commodity bid data and the internet and Internet of Things, further to jointly construct the smart bulk commodity spot transaction center.
Countermeasures for Ningbo Constructing International Bulk Commodity Spot Transaction Market
The Government Coordinating the Market Integration, Constructing the Comprehensive Leading Market. Bulk commodity transaction markets have scattered over Ningbo. Otherwise, it should establish market by regional industry, logistics or variety. Although the current 14 bulk commodity transaction markets of Ningbo have their own characteristics, all transaction markets should regulate the market behaviors based on their own rules. However, no market can lead the entire market pattern. The government should give the play of the coordinated and integrated function, integrate the market and platform by political guidance, preferential support and benefit share, construct one or two international bulk commodity transaction leading markets with unified rule, transaction pattern, platform and internet, so as to form influential power in China, or even in the world. According to the variety, Ningbo can integrate the current markets into several leading markets.
Innovative Ideas, Promoting the Coupling Development of Market and Industry. There is quite strong correlation between Ningbo industrial clustering and bulk commodity transaction market. In regions with quite good development of industrial clustering, it usually forms a bulk commodity transaction market based on that industry. Both of them present a form of coupling development. Such as Yuyao, the plastic industrial clustering has already formed the scale effect. Correspondingly, it has established Yuyao Plastic Electronic Trading Market. Zhenhai District has the petrochemical industrial clustering. Correspondingly, it has established Zhenhai Refining and Chemical Electronic Trading Market. Such coupling development of market and industry comes from one co-evolution effect, which is a series of co-evolution process including co-existence, innovation, economy and sharing effects. Moreover, it forms the result of common development. Therefore, it should possess innovative ideas while constructing the market and combine with the development stages and interactive conditions of both the market and industry from the perspective of co-evolution.
Improving the Foundation and Service Matching, Giving the Play of Clustering Effect including Logistics, Finance, Information. It should take the market demands as orientation, rely on the industrial chain's core enterprises' resources and realize the synergetic development of the entire industry supply chain. It should improve the matching, reinforce the port construction, logistics matching, network construction and financial innovation, and then offer the overall, comprehensive and three-dimensional service integrated of transaction, logistics, finance and information. The spot commodity market should replace the function of intermediate traders, which introduce the manufacturing enterprises, circulating enterprises and consumers into the same environment. By the clustering effect, it can promote the industrial chain development of all industries.
Strengthening the Executive Force of Laws and Regulations, Standardizing the Market Speculation. When there was no perfect regulation and standard system, the market had risks of natural person and cash deposit, which affected the normal fluctuation of market price. Although all electronic trading markets have certain institutional systems, these system are mostly developed by themselves, which do not possess legal authority. Consequently, it must form rent seeking. Therefore, it should strengthen the enforcement of laws, regulations and rules, focus on examining behaviors violating Bulk Stock Electronic Transaction Specification and No.37 and No.38 documents of the State Council, devote greater efforts to punishing the illegal behaviors, reduce the market speculations and construct a stable market environment.
Reinforcing Market Supervision, Promoting Supervision by Supervision, Promoting Healthy Competition of Market. Targeted at the bulk commodity electronic transaction market, it can set up administrative supervision, statistical inspection, credit supervision and administrative law enforcement organizations, so as to form systems and layers. Organizations are composed of administrative departments and grass-roots institutions. Supervision and law enforcement subject should also be set up. It should strengthen the coordinating role of industrial association, give play of its role as bridge and bond, and also specify its function and promote the association to improve the operation mechanism. Currently, it is most important to develop industrial regulation and service requirement, set up industrial self-regulation and credit evaluation system,acceptance of complaint and mediation of disputes system. It should promote the construction of credit system.
Speeding up Professional Talents Cultivation and Social Training, Offering Intellectual Support. Shortage of professional talents is a shortcoming for Ningbo to construct an international bulk commodity transaction market, especially the high-qualified professional talents. The government should support universities and colleges to fatherly develop cultivation of professional talents majored in bulk commodity. Currently, it is most important to cultivate applied talents of bulk commodity electronic transaction market, including transaction, logistics, finance and e-commerce. Besides, it should make more investments on the cultivation of professional talents. Meanwhile, it should reinforce the introduction of high-level professional talents, and incorporate that into the talent introduction catalog of Ningbo Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau. Meanwhile it should promote social training, set up bulk commodity social training service platform, carry out professional training and focus on training bulk commodity transaction analyst, strategist and senior professional manager. In addition, it should carry out social vocational qualification certificate, develop professional standards of bulk commodity transaction, so as to form a perfect bulk commodity professional standard system.
Giving the Coordinated Effect of Policy-industry-university-institute Alliance, Solving Key Problems. Development of the bulk commodity transaction market must rely on forces from all sectors of society, so as to play the role of synergistic effects. By integrating the resources of government, universities and colleges, industrial associations and bulk commodity enterprises, it should set up policy-industry-university-institute alliance and jointly explore the key problems existing in the bulk commodity transaction market. Enterprises can make professional analysis on the transaction quantity and volume of the bulk commodity transaction markets; the government can sort out development policies, market transition and service function; the associations can standardize the logistics platform, market operation, standard system and pattern innovation; colleges and universities can study the basic theory, market mechanism and pricing right of the bulk commodity transaction market; the scientific research institutions can study the variety development, market allocation, risk and financing. Through the coordination of alliance, it can carry out all-dimensional cooperation, realize the intelligent research to form relevant countermeasures and promote the development of bulk commodity transaction market.
